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The Project Idea Form is a public document, if you wish to keep it private at between the JS
and your partnership at this stage, please advise your Facilitator /

Project Name /

Prototyping Zero Carbon Zero Cost Development Models

Contact /
Name /

Marc Carey
Marc Carey

Organisation /

Heritage Wind Ltd

Address /

129 High Street, Deal, Kent, CT14 6BB

Telephone number /
E-mail /

+44 7798 620173

marc@heritagewind.co.uk

Specific Objective /
2.1 - Increase the development and uptake of existing or new low-carbon technologies
in the sectors that have the highest potential for a reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions
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Summary description of the project idea (1 page max.) /
In its strategic long-term vision for a prosperous, modern, competitive and climate neutral economy,
the European Commission committed to lead in global climate action by seeking to achieve net-zero
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 through a socially-fair transition in a cost-efficient manner. Each
Member State is trying to minimise the impact of climate change through long term national
strategies. However, local authorities and regional agencies across the EU often find delivering
tangible large-scale low carbon solutions and carbon reduction very difficult to achieve. Local
barriers include the existing low carbon technologies not being appropriate for implementation in
many urban-rural locations, lack of public sector funding, a misunderstanding of the long-term
costs/benefits, and relevant skills/capacity. As a result, local authorities and regional agencies have
little appetite or ability to invest in large-scale carbon reducing technology.
To overcome these barriers, the project aims to develop, test and embed tangible solutions and
business models that support and build capacity of local and regional authorities /agencies to
implement innovative low carbon technologies that have a specific relevance to the landscape
quality, rural economy and heritage of the region. The project will support the implementation of 3
low carbon hubs to determine how a range of low carbon technologies and joint venture business
models can be developed and applied to the key sectors of housing, commercial development,
education, local energy and tourism to achieve large scale carbon reduction.
The project will address the challenges in delivering large scale carbon reduction by establishing an
evidence-based, cross-border “Zero Carbon Zero Cost” model that can identify a suite of low carbon
technologies suitable for the urban/rural landscape and enable them to be incorporated by local and
regional authorities. In doing so it will lead to higher levels of R&D and business growth within the
SME partners; stronger regional low carbon sector supply chains; increased employment and GVA in
the low carbon sector.
In today’s decision-making processes, the primary focus of public authorities is on resolving current
situations and risk, leaving tangible large-scale carbon reduction to be addressed in the future.
Building on recent best practice, this project takes a new approach to implementing large scale
carbon reduction through the development a set of region-specific Zero Carbon Zero Cost
development models that address public sector, landscape and economic needs in Kent and France,
and which grow regional low carbon SMEs, R&D spend and employment. These will ultimately prove
the technical and financial viability of combining multiple low carbon solutions together (products,
services, processes and systems). Specific examples that will be focused on include combinations
that incorporate renewable energy generation, energy storage, low carbon construction and electric
vehicle technologies.
Additionally, the project will help develop specific low carbon technological innovations that are
particularly suited to the Channel region. The project will specifically develop efficient, affordable
efficient wind energy generation options that cater for numerous landscape-sensitive sites, including
public sector sites, that existing technologies are not able to cater for because they would not secure
planning permission or community / political approval.
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Need and Demand /
Member States have a significant need for new financially viable and politically acceptable low
carbon solutions that can more rapidly move public sector estates as a whole to low or zero carbon
(LZC) status. Progress within these areas is currently very slow as LZC solutions need to overcome
both major budget constraints and strong landscape character constraints which have their own
unique planning conditions. All public authorities are dependent on these solutions being generated
by the private sector. To ensure the economic needs are properly met public authorities want to
develop new forms of joint-venture solutions that specifically aid the take up of low carbon solutions
across their property estate and help maintain key assets, including heritage landscape assets. The
need is for these solutions to comply with tight financial and carbon constraints which require them
to have no net cost to the authority (i.e. they pay for themselves within specific financing periods
achieves Zero Cost) and add no net carbon emissions (Zero Carbon), hence the need for Zero Carbon
Zero Cost models (ZCZC). Through prior ERDF support of Heritage Wind Ltd, KCC has identified that
collaboration with the SME community offers the potential to develop a range of attractive new
technology and business solutions that are not currently available to local authorities.

Cross border added value /
Climate change does not follow physical, social or political boundaries. However, Member States and
their public authorities, which established separate low carbon strategies to reduce their
vulnerability, are all experiencing challenges on delivering local large-scale carbon reduction. In
addition, unilateral approaches to large-scale carbon reduction are unlikely to reduce long-term risks
from climate change as uncoordinated actions can have unintended effects on business growth.
Given this context the project will need to draw on experience from cross-border expertise because
no one organisation, sector or Member State has all the relevant knowledge required to solve the
challenges in locally increasing large-scale carbon reduction. Equally, the Channel region shares a
uniquely combination of similar economic, social and landscape characteristics which mean that the
problems and solutions have cross border relevance and scalability. Each partner will contribute
different key expertise that is needed to develop, disseminate and embed the Zero Carbon Zero Cost
model in both English and French partner regions, from which it can spread more widely.
Kent County Council (KCC) will take lead partner role for financial and administrative management,
identifying a number of key areas of its activity and specific locations where it aspires to achieve
significant carbon reduction, but where it is yet to identify solutions that are viable for delivering
those reductions e.g. energy; property; vehicles.
As lead partner, KCC needs a partner French local authority with similar ambitions for building new
models of collaboration to address specific and significant public sector carbon reduction needs. We
need our French partner to ensure the project meets the public sector’s needs, as well as the needs
of tourism, housing, education and commercial development sectors in the France channel region.
As an early stage LZC SME, Heritage Wind Ltd brings expertise in project management of challenging
funded programmes i.e. past Innovate UK project. One founding HW Ltd Director also brings
expertise from previous work in estates management in a SE region local authority. The other
director has worked with many local authorities on numerous low carbon projects and strategies.
Together Heritage Wind Ltd and Stickland Wright architects bring 2 low carbon technology
combinations to the project that need development agreements to be put in place to enable them
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to be fully prototyped. These LZC technology combinations bring significant potential to benefit
carbon reduction across public sector estates, and in the tourism, housing and commercial sectors.
Aspen Waite South East (AWSE) brings significant finance expertise, particularly for SME needs in
relation to R&D Tax credits, finance and investment to secure growth, and financial oversight and
planning during early stage growth. AWSE also brings significant expertise and experience around
public-private joint ventures and financial modelling which are essential to this project.

Examples of concrete actions /
•

Delivery of Outline Designs and business models for prototyping projects for each of the 5
ZCZC development types (sufficient for enabling Outline Planning Permission to be secured –
to set-up for subsequent delivery);

•

Forming public-private delivery partnerships and joint-ventures development agreements
for ‘Zero Carbon Zero Cost’ housing, school, commercial building, local energy and tourism
projects.
Delivery of Development Agreements and Investment Agreements for each of the 5 ZCZC
development types, with at least 1 in each region;

•
•

Delivery of an appropriate set of proof of concept / validation documentation:
o Business models produced, tested and validation for key target sectors;
o Technical design documents, including outcomes of computer modelling;
o

External technology validation report by industry authority.

The project will deliver evidence that replicable business-models and specific technology
combinations are technically and financially viable in public and community sector applications.
The project will enable the subsequent delivery of prototyping developments at specific sites that
can demonstrate the technical and financial viability of:
a) replicable public-private business models i.e. application of a variety of combined LZC
technologies in a range of common public or community sector applications;
b) routes to investment and funding that can service the financial needs of these public-private
JVs on an on-going basis;
c) individual technologies i.e. Heritage Windmills;
d) combinations of technologies i.e. renewable energy, energy storage and low carbon
construction.
These proof of concept/validation actions will significantly progress the technical design work needed
for these SME generated low carbon technologies and stimulate their adoption by testing their
economic viability in meeting significant carbon reduction needs, working collaboratively with the
public sector.

Changes that the project will contribute to /
The project will generate the following changes which will not have existed otherwise:
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A set of new technically and financially viable ZCZC solutions will be available that specifically
suit the needs of the public sector in the Channel region, which also cater for public,
tourism, commercial, housing and education sectors.
Development agreements will be in place to deliver ZCZC demonstration projects estimated
at a total value in excess of €2.5million with an ROI between 10-20 years in both partner
countries, creating ZCZC models for future replication.
LZC SME businesses based in the Channel region will have generated new intellectual
property.
LZC SME companies and supply chains will have agreements in place to meet public sector
needs, making their solutions attractive to private investment.
The project will have increased low, medium and high skill employment opportunities in the
Channel region.
Public authorities will be able to project their trajectories to net zero carbon status with
greater accuracy and confidence, based on the contributions of the newly available ZCZC
solutions.

Specifically, the project is expected to contribute to Heritage Wind Ltd securing in excess of
£5million private sector investment for a 5 year R&D programme and for development of a 5 year
project pipeline.
In addition, the project will contribute to the following future changes:







Reduced public and private sector carbon emissions (measure: KCC annual carbon missions);
Increased capital spend on known LZC solutions (measure : KCC capital spend on ZCZC
solutions)
Increased R&D spend to further develop and improve the initial and new ZCZC models and
their component LZC technologies;
Increased LZC sector employment through business growth generated by supplying clearly
identified long term demand;
Increased LZC sector business and GVA growth (output measure: business growth by
turnover; gross GVA increase);
Increased LZC sector business and project investment.

Capitalisation on previous initiatives/
Following the successful delivery of a number of localised business support activities funded through
EU projects, it is felt that, with the support of Interreg, this project will, in addition to growing their
businesses organically, assist SME’s to grow through the implementation of procurement workshops,
access to foreign markets, and development of the environmental credentials and opportunity for
smaller businesses to access the supply chains of larger corporate bodies. A key raison d’etre of the
project is to change the mind-set/ethos of businesses, how they do business, and how they use natural
resources in terms of energy usage.
A considerable body of work, experience, and knowledge has been developed individually by the
project partners. Interreg Funding will add significant value to this by providing the opportunities to
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share the knowledge and experience gained, and to explore the synergies that will enable Local
Authorities, SMEs, and Universities to sustain long-term momentum and will to transition to a lowcarbon economy. Such opportunities would not have arisen without this funding initiative, and will
leverage significant investment from the private sector and deliver CO2 reductions at scale, which will
last long after the project has ended.

Sustainability/
By focusing on creating financially viable public-private joint ventures that meet known long-term
needs for significant carbon reduction, the project will establish collaborative partnerships that will
be maintained into the long-term well beyond the life of the project, and continuing to generate a
positive carbon and cost reduction legacy into the future.
The project is fundamentally focused on proof of development models and technology combinations
that will meet known long-term continuing demands in housing, education, commercial, local energy
and tourism sectors, and thereby generate long-term economically, socially and environmentally
sustainable solutions well beyond the life of the project.
The project will establish the viability of new long-life low carbon technologies that will be
commercialised and rolled out beyond the life of the project, contributing to business growth and to
carbon reduction at reduced cost for many years into the future.

Partners (with their geographical areas) already involved in the project idea /
Kent County Council (Sustainable Business Programme);
Heritage Wind Ltd (Kent & West Sussex);
Stickland Wright Architects (Brighton & Hove);
Aspen Waite South East (Kent).

Potential partners sought (skills wanted) /
England /
Norfolk County Council / Norse Group - a local authority and an arms-length company created as a
business-model innovation, also involved in renewable energy development and other carbon
reduction activity.

France /
Local authority /authorities
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LZC technology SMEs operating in renewable energy, energy storage, low carbon construction,
sustainable tourism and electric vehicle sectors.
Developers and architects specialising in LZC housing and commercial development projects
Sustainable tourism projects/businesses

Start date and end date of the project /
June/July 2019- June/July 2021 or 2022

Estimated project cost /
Heritage Wind element £150,000 / Eu.170,000 (initial estimate)

…
Other comments /
…

Has a programme facilitator from the InterregVA FCE Joint Technical Secretariat provided
advice to the project applicant? /
Keep only one and erase the others/

Yes /
If yes, facilitator’s name /
Name /
Agi Musset
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